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Growing up with an Ag
Teacher in Fresno
Marcia Lassiter’s story
by Linda Ostro
One Wednesday I made a plea for
a farm story and Marcia Lassiter
told me she had one, though it
wasn’t exactly a “farm” story.
It’s about how she became
enamored of growing things. If
you have a farm or “not quite”
farm story, I’d love to hear it!
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Board of Directors
Chair: Mary Sears
Treasurer: Jack Decker
Secretary: Linda Ostro
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Claire Curtin
Marty Gilles
Greg Kelly
Mark Lewis
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Articles by Linda Ostro
Tech Support by Bart Ostro

Grandpa with Marcia on his right

Marcia
Lassiter’s
maternal
grandparents met at UC Berkeley.
Her grandfather graduated in
1912 with a degree in agriculture.
Upon graduation her grandparents
moved to Riverdale in Fresno
County where her grandpa taught
high school, founded the first
Farm Bureau, and also started all
of the 4H and Future Farmers
Clubs in the Valley. In 1929 he
was hired by Cal State Fresno
where he was the first full time Ag
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professor and taught until 1953.
He founded the “Future Farmers
of America” in Fresno and
mentored young men who wanted
to become farmers. He had a long
history of farming, having lived
on farms in Nebraska, Kansas,
San Diego and the Imperial
Valley. Marcia describes him as a
natural teacher who was always
teaching no matter what they were
doing, so she absorbed lessons
constantly on everything from
grafting trees to the proper way to
water-slowly and deeply.
Marcia’s parents and their 4 kids
lived with her grandparents until
she was 5 years old. When she
was 7 her mother died and her dad
and she and her 3 siblings moved
to a house a block away from the
farm. When her grandpa retired
he opened a nursery with many
fruit trees so Marcia spent lots of
time playing in the trees and
following her grandfather around
while he watered the plants
explaining why plants need water
and sun.
He taught her about how you can
graft a branch of any fruit onto a
tree and she was fascinated by this
knowledge. Now we know why
Marcia is such a patient and
careful observer and great fruit
tree parent on our Fruit Tree
Team!
Other farmers lived
nearby and Marcia’s family
bought eggs and milk from them
and sometimes they would let her

feed the chickens and help milk
the cows so she was exposed to
other aspects of farming as well.

Eventually
Marcia’s
father
remarried and they moved to a
house a couple of blocks from her
grandparents but the role they
played in the lives of she and her
siblings continued to influence
their interests and career choices.
Marcia’s brother became a
gardener, another loves bonsai,
and her sister and father became
master gardeners.
When Marcia expressed interest
in helping senior citizens her
grandfather said “we can take care
of ourselves” and encouraged her
to become a lawyer, which she
did. Her grandfather looms large
in her memory as someone who
worked hard and built things and
she’s proud that he was honored at
the White House for the work he
did for senior citizens.
Her
fondest memory of growing up
with her grandfather as her mentor
and teacher is playing in a cherry
tree and reaching down to pick
and eat a cherry while he taught
her a lesson on grafting new trees
on the sides of old trees.

Marcia and Rosie met about 40
years ago when their kids were in
school together and their families
became friendly. Marcia invited
Rosie and Sung Hou to join their
gourmet food group about 35
years ago and they’re both still
active in this group, which
explains something about their
cooking skills! Eventually Marcia
joined MGF when Rosie brought
her to the farm to ask her about a
farm related legal question and
she decided to become a member.
Marcia feels very fortunate to
have grown up with her teacher
grandfather who introduced her to
an appreciation of all living things
and expanded her view of the
world and her environment. The
family was very conservation
oriented and composted and
recycled everything. She believes
all of these formative lessons so
early in life have shaped the
person she is today.

Our Manure Source
By Linda Ostro

Our members know that one of
the special things about MGF and
the reason our vegetables are so
prized is due to the quality of our
soil. Members who take care of
our compost and prepping the
beds know what is involved in
creating our beautiful dirt, but not
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many of us are aware of how and
where we get the manure to
amend our soil and add to our
compost. Over the years we’ve
had several different sources of
manure, but this year we have
established a special mutually
beneficial relationship with our
near neighbors at Xenophon.
Xenophon is a non-profit in
Orinda which provides a wide
range of equine-assisted activities
and therapies to children and
adults with mental and physical
disabilities. The horses have an
extraordinary ability to inspire
confidence, pride and a sense of
accomplishment in the program’s
participants.
They have 7
therapeutic riding instructors, a
licensed physical therapist and
occupational therapist, and 7
horses that have undergone
extensive training, ensuring their
reliability,
patience
and
acceptance of the equipment
required for them to do their job.
Xenophon has more than 100
dedicated volunteers as well,
including MGF member, Lynda
Deschambault. One day when we
were working the plant sale she
told me in glowing terms what a
remarkable experience it’s been
for her to participate in their
program. In 2017 Xenophon
served 55 students per week, 30
young adults, 13 veterans, and 12
Alzheimer’s patients and their
caregivers.
Seven horses produce lots of
manure and it has to go
somewhere!
Their
compost
system is based on a design by
Peter Moon of O2 Compost in
Washington State.
He’s an
environmental engineer who
designs large scale recycling and

compost systems. Xenophon uses
his small version forced air
system. On the bottom of the bins
are a series of pipes with holes.
Air is forced up through the bins
by small fans that are on a timer
and cycle on and off all day long.
Because the air is being forced up,
there’s no need to turn the piles,
and the compost cooks at
anywhere
between
140-160
degrees and is ready to use in
about 6 weeks. Xenophon does
not feed seeded hay to their
horses, so there’s no transfer of
seeds to the compost.
All of their manure goes into the
bins, sometimes along with other
organic material. The compost is
tested occasionally to be sure the
pH and salts are OK for plants.
When I visited Xenophon I was
surprised that there is virtually no
odor in the bins. It’s a very clean
operation and we’re lucky to have
this wonderful source of healthy
organic manure available to us. It
completes a cycle of mutual
benefit to many in the community.
I encourage you to take a look at
the Xenophon’s website and you
might even want to go by to check
it out. It’s only about a mile from
MGF. www.xenophontrc.org

Katie Barber Update
By Linda Ostro

You probably recently received
an email from Katie Barber. I
hope you’ve had a chance to read
it, but just in case you missed it I
want to update you on her
progress at Green Mountain
College in Vermont. She’s doing
so well and is very happy there.

Thanks to all who encouraged
her!

Katie in Solar Truck at GMC

Most of our members, except
perhaps the newest, know Katie
and that she started college last
year with the help of many at
MGF. I’m happy to report that
she is excelling and working full
time this summer at the farm on
the campus, Cerridwen, as their
“high tunnels” manager. These
hoophouses
are
unheated
greenhouses that commercial
farmers use to extend their
growing season and productivity.
High tunnels are an integral part
of local food production systems
in many parts of the U.S.
Cerridwen farm is a small-scale
diversified animal and vegetable
farm surrounding the historic barn
and farm buildings on the campus.
There are three vegetable fields
totaling nearly two acres and
fifteen acres of pasture. The farm
is operated by the students with
the
guidance
of
faculty
mentorship and under the
leadership of the farm manager.
Those of us who know Katie
know that she’s in her element in
the field and what a hard and
diligent worker she is, so it’s no
surprise that she has already been
given a management position at
Cerridwen.
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Katie says she’s learning so much
at GMC about herself and that she
hopes “to tie food, culture,
community, and wellness together
in the movement towards a better
world.” That’s a wonderful and
lofty goal and I know we all wish
her the best this coming year as
she continues to learn and grow.
If you haven’t had a chance to
look at her GFM page you can do
so by following this link:
https://www.gofundme.com/gree
nmtncollegefund.
Our best
wishes for a fulfilling and
productive summer and great year
ahead Katie!

Fruit Tree update
By Linda Ostro
The surprise heavy rain fall and
hail we received this-mid April
came along just as the peach trees
came into bloom, which resulted
in a loss of fruit and low peach
production. The apricots are now
in their 3rd year with no fruit for
the same reason. While we regret
this loss we know that there’s
nothing that could have been done
to prevent it. Kenny at Moraga
Nursery and Frog Hollow Farm
workers report that they’ve had
the same losses as MGF.
Some of the young apple trees that
are now 3 years old are beginning
to produce fruit-the Pink Pearl and
Pink Lady in particular, which are
new varieties for MGF. We’re
hoping for this year to be a good
one for figs and persimmons. Go
take a look at the Guavas that are
blooming along the back fence. It
looks like they’ll bear fruit this
year after lots of TLC from Greg.
As in past years, the fruit crops
will be harvested by designated

harvesters or fruit tree parents and
shared with members on work
days. The fruit trees are not for
“free harvest” unless there’s a tree
with abundant fruit and you’re
advised by email that it can be
picked.

Planting Update

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Tomatoes: On May 5th we
planted more than 800 plants.
Eggplants: On June 2nd we
planted 163 eggplants (5
varieties)
Peppers: On June 9th we
planted 260 peppers (17
varieties)
Cucumbers: On June 16th
cucumber seeds were planted.
Squash: Squash seeds will
be planted soon.
Carrots: Several varieties of
carrots have been planted that
will be harvested on work
days and evenly distributed to
members.
Garlic: Heirloom garlics
were planted this winter and
have been harvested to cure
and are being equally
distributed to members.
More garlic has been planted
and will be handled in the
same way.
Onions: Red, white and
yellow onions were also
planted this winter and have
been harvested and are being

•

cured in a greenhouse to be
equally distributed among
members.
Leafy greens: Several rows
have been seeded and will
continue to be planted all
season in the leafy green
beds. Harvest signs have
been placed on those that can
be free harvested. Please
pick them freely when they
are ready.

We hope you’ve had a chance to
take a walk around the Farm. It’s
an exciting time of year as
everything is growing so fast and
the fields are turning from brown
to green. There is an eggplant
team and a pepper team as well
as the opportunity to be the
“parent” of a tomato row if you
are not one already. Please see
Gladys to sign up as a tomato
parent. Being a parent or on a
team will teach you so much
about how to be a careful and
informed farmer.

Welcome to Our New
Members!
Alex Arnold is MJ’s husband and
has recently become an active
member. He’s been mowing the
weeds in the front lot and taking
on other tasks to help us maintain
a healthy farm while devoting less
time to pulling weeds. Thanks
Alex!
Chris and Meredith Avant are
our neighbors with the chickens
and two lovely young children.
MGF sublets the farm from them.
We’ve known you for a long time
and it’s nice to have you as
official members!
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Ken Berger and Ed Roeckerwere brought to the farm by David
and Jeannette. They live in El
Cerrito and are very experienced
gardeners.
Ed has been in
business for 35 years as a garden
designer and irrigation expert.
Both Ken and Ed are enthusiastic
cooks too!
Jim O’Brient-lives in Moraga
and has gardening experience but
has joined MGF with the hope of
learning more and meeting a
community
of
like-minded
people. We have two new Jim’s
that are working on Wednesday’s
so he’s going to go by “Obi”.
Amy Schoffield-lives in Moraga
and has her own business. She
learned about us through the plant
sale and joined to learn how to be
a better gardener and meet
members of the community. Amy
will work mainly on Wednesdays.
Jackie Steel-lives in Moraga and
also has her own business. She
joined MGF because as a
vegetarian she loves fruits and
vegetables and says she enjoys
raw food cooking.

Announcements

Announcements

CAUTION: Please note the two species of stinging nettles that are growing along the
creek in the Bean Patch. A sign is posted. Please read it and DO NOT touch them unless
you’re protected.
Day Leaders Needed!: Please sign up to be a Day Leader! It’s easy and fun. All
members should sign up to share this important task. New members, old members,
anyone can do it! It’s a very important part of making the farm function smoothly.
Sinhae Lee: Just became a U.S. citizen! Congratulations Sinhae!
Anna George: Anna gave a short talk recently after a Wednesday workday, about a SF
based non-profit, -Refugee Education and Learning International that she is volunteering
with in Lesvos, Greece for the entire month of July. If interested in volunteering go to
their website: https://refugeeeducationandlearning.org/
Compost: All new compost material must now go into the back bin until we can empty
one of the front bins. Stay tuned and please read the Compost signs.
Farm Stories & Full Moon Parties: Please email Linda Ostro if you have a farm story
you’d like to share for a newsletter or if you have a talent you’d like to share at a Full
Moon Party. This helps us get to know one another better and have more fun!
Suggestions and Ideas: Please feel free to submit suggestions or ideas to any BOD you
might have on how we can improve your farm experience. All ideas are welcome!
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